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This best-selling annual guide, with its distinctive style, honest commentary and comprehensive

coverage, is perfect for island veterans and novice hoppers alike. Fully updated to provide the most

complete guide to the Greek Islands includingÃ‚Â candid boat write-ups, timetable and itinerary

maps for each ferry,Ã‚Â route maps for ferries to the major islands and ports andÃ‚Â detailed town

and port maps.
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I would give this 100 stars if they would let me. This guide leaves the rest in the DUST. Don't even

bother with them. Good practical advice on getting around, helpful tables on what islands may suit

you, and just enough of a jaded eye to keep you at least alerted to the total tourist Meccas. My wife

and I used this guide to great effect in 2009 and have purchased the 2012 guide for our upcoming

trip. We would not even CONSIDER making the trip without it.Trust me. It is big, it is heavy, but it is

HUGELY packed with good info. My wife and I are only going to be in the islands for a week or so

on our very long trip so we thought, hrmm maybe we should just take the sections we think we will

be visiting. Neither of us, even as ultra light travelers, can bear to leave this behind. Its advice on

Hydra alone saved us from a tourist trap nightmare that other guides described as idyllic. Well

Hydra probably was 20 years ago but not so much anymore unless you love high-end tourist shops

and throngs of people (sorry Rick, I don't always agree with you).If every travel book was like this I

would feel much more comfortable. If only they made one for Croatia. :-(



Well this is not the book for you. It is outdated and the print was to small.

just what i wanted

Best book for planning trips in the islands.

Just got my 2012 copy after wearing out my 2001 copy the past decade. Well worth the money,

you'll find this an invaluable resource in planning your trip to Greece. The good thing is that this was

actually updated in early 2012, so it is current.

Just a warning to other travelers. I bought a number of books about Greece while planning my trip -

including Greek Island Hopping 2012. Within 24 hours of getting the books, I did a quick survey and

decided which to keep and which to return. I chose to return Greek Island Hopping, to me it didn't

feel like an easy guide to navigate and the information I wanted seemed more readily available in

another guide I'd purchased. I returned the book, and had to pay return shipping which I

understand. But then, after my return was processed I was charged a nearly $10 RESTOCKING

FEE - which I'd never be made aware of, and which made the return fairly worthless.One of the

downsides to an online bookstore, as we all know, is you can't check out the books before you

purchase. You have to buy them to find out which you like. This in my view is a reasonable part of

the buying process and especially with a book like this, that dosen't fit a familiar format like for

example a Lonely Planet guide, a period of review seem acceptable.I had to contact  to get the

restocking fee refunded - which they did - but which was another step and took more

time.Personally, I didn't feel this was the best island guide but I did not travel with it, I simply

compared it to the others in my living room and picked the one that felt easiest for me to access the

information I wanted quickly and clearly.
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